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1. Free Stuff!!!
I trust you enjoy the theme of free stuff. I have a bunch of coupons for free Audible
audio books. So… I’m making them free to my subscriber list, which is you!
I think I’ve automated this. So, click here for your free Audible coupon. Email me if it
doesn’t work, and I’ll get you a code within 24 hours: john@subthriller.com
2. Audio Books Update
Paul Christy finished Rogue Hunter, which is available on Audible, iTunes, etc. We’re
finishing Rogue Invader, which is about another month from publication.
3. Rogue Kingdom
Book #11, Rogue Kingdom, is published and joined its ten older siblings as a best seller.
Thank you all who have already purchased it or borrowed it on Kindle Unlimited.
If you enjoyed it, please review it with just a few kind words. It makes a difference.
The mercenary fleet gets jolted hard in this one. In fact, it takes such a hit that I’m still
assessing options on how they’re going to recover in Rogue L.
4. Box Sets
I published box sets of the Rogue Submarine series eBooks. By being on this mail list,
you get advanced notice.
Books 1-3
Books 4-6
Books 7-9

Each box set saves $2 versus buying its three books individually. Kindle Unlimited
subscribers can borrow the set of 3 books but use only 1 of your 10 borrowing slots.
5. US Navy Submarines Update
Congratulations to the USS Colorado, SSN-787. The latest Virginia-class submarine
joined the fleet March 13. Per my count, that’s fifteen submarines of the class.
6. John Recommends
I thought I’d start pointing you towards other good authors. As a rule, I’ll only
recommend books I’ve read cover to cover. Today’s recommendation passed my tests
for pacing, character depth, technical accuracy, and intrigue. Therefore…
I’d like to recommend a submarine novel by a friend of mine - a Top-20 bestseller at
Barnes & Noble and Top-50 nationwide. The eBook version is being reduced to $2.99
during April and May. Below are some industry reviews and links to the eBook version.
I’ve read it and really enjoyed it, and I highly recommend you give it a read!

The Trident Deception - “The best submarine novel since Tom Clancy’s classic - The Hunt
for Red October!” —Booklist
“Campbell does an amazing job, balancing character interaction with high-octane action,
all while keeping the technical jargon to a level understandable by nonmilitary readers.”
Click on one of the buttons or links below:

Amazon Kindle
Barnes & Noble Nook
Apple iBook
Android GooglePlay

Thanks for reading! John

